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Warm weather and a monsoon type rain late Saturday prompted three Ballard Hali residents to frolic in the mud; much
to the amusement of the dinner hour passers by. (Left to right) Chip Lyslo (so-Plaza, ND), Dave White (fr-Roselle, 111)
and Marty Johanson (so-Clarissa, MN)

Photo by Bruce Crummy

seniors graduate to tune of loan paybacks
By P.D. Knudson
Despite the GI Bill, "parents'
aid", grants and part-time
employment, many graduating
seniors face the prospect of
paying back the loans they
relied on to finish school.
Some seniors contacted, cited
a definite minimum salary
under which various payments
(car, loan, rent) would be
impossible to meet.
One senior, a mass
communications major, is
being considered for a job which
he "could not accept at the
wages offered," he said.
"I have too many expenses —
car loans and school loans to
pay back — besides, I'm worth
more than that!" he said of the
proposed salary.
Kevin Raske (sr-Renville), an
industrial education major, says
he will not take a job which pays
under $7,000 a year.
With a National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL) of $1,900
already under his belt, Raske
anticipates an added $500 cost
for his planned fifth year
program or graduate school
studies.
He doesn't see the job picture
in Minnesota as particularly
promising and suggests he
might relocate in another part
of the country to find the best

job opportunities.
Lynn Tiegland (sr-Clarissa)
is hoping to begin at $7,200 base
pay after finishing his
elementary education degree.
"I've taken out NDS
Federally Insured Loans
$4,400," he says. "I expect
monthly payments to
between $50 and $100."

and
for
my
be

Tiegland was told that by
teaching in certain
underprivileged areas, a
percentage would be taken off
the loan yearly.
"It used to be up to 10 per cent
yearly, but that has been
lowered due to the teacher
surplus," he says.
He "expects to have a job"
and cites acquaintances who,
just out of school, obtained a
$9,000 a year job in Illinois and a
$8,300 job in Ulen, MN.
"Another friend of mine got a
$4,000 base pay job — I think, in
Minnesota," he notes, "which
just shows the span in pay there
is."
If he stays single "at least a
few more years," Tiegland
hopes to be out of debt in five
years.

"I was working part-time and
going to school part-time winter
quarter," he says. "I wasn't
He fully expects to have a job getting anything done, so I had
— there are two or three to quit."
possibilities — but cautions,
Tessier plans to return this
"It's getting to the point where
you gotta grab whatever you fall fulltime to pick up his
remaining credits.
can get."
there...quite a burden when
you're first married," he adds.

Connie Olson (sr-Brandon)
owes only $200 in loans. She
plans to work in Eugene, OR,
while attending graduate school
there.
She will "hopefully not" have
to take out more loans. "That's
why I'm working," she says.
A psychology major, she does
not foresee any problem getting
a job in her field. "I want to
counsel in a business or
personnel office — not as
limited as it may seem," she
says.
Ron Thomas (sr-Moorhead)
has $1,800 in Federally Insured
Loans to repay.
"I think the payments will be
around $30 a month," says the
accounting major who plans to
find work in the Minneapolis
area for no less than $800 a
month.

With only 17 credits left, Gary
Tessier (sr-Fargo) had to quite
"You can have a doubled loan school after winter quarter
if the girl got college loans —_ partially to avoid increasing his
that can be $8,000 or $9,000 right $2,000 debt.

me than the mass comm
placement."
He adds that the recruiters
listed in the Placement Service
were not from the mass
communications field.
Peggy Pantokoek (srPipestone) is in debt to her
parents.

Another optimistic
accounting major, William
Gedde (sr-Moorhead) owes
So is a student from North
$2,500 "to the bank" and is "not Dakota who, wishing to remain
really worried" about finding unidentified, says she owes
employment.
$2,900, part of it in loans. She is
"not worried" about finding a
Owing $3,500, Bruce Fasteen job in elementary education,
(sr-Detroit Lakes), a computer adding, "But then I'd go
science-math major, has three anywhere, too. There might be
companies eying him.
some problem if I wanted to
stay here."
"My pay would depend on
location," he says. "If I were in
As the Class of '74 troops out
the Fargo-Moorhead area, $650 to descend on a suspecting
a month would be enough. In w o r l d , s o m e a r e , if n o t
New York City you'd need $900 a pessimistic, wary or concerned
month."
about the proclaimed "wide
openness" of their chosen fields
Robert Akers (sr-Moorhead): while others are downright
"No debt, except for a new car. optimistic.
I found a job in the field of
accounting, no problem."
One "has been there" couple
could shake the confidence of
Stephen Adams (sr-Aldrich) even the staunchly optimistic.
will settle for a job at a gas
station this summer "unless
Both last year's graduates of
something better pans out" in MSC, they amassed a NSDL of
h i s f i e l d o f m a s s $2,200 and do not plan to be out
communications.
of debt for "quite a while." She
cannot find work in her field of
He declined using MSC's elementary education and art.
placement service, believing
they "couldn't do any more for
...Continued on Page 5
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MS budget proposal Dille does not make cents either
to see final action
o

Account

By Carol Braun

The joint budget
recommendation of the Student
Activities Budget Committee
(SABC) and the Student Senate
is now before Dr. Roland Dille,
Moorhead State College
president, for final action. "My
concern is that a careful job has
been done," Dille said, "and to
all appearances, it has been
done carefully. And careful jobs
produce acceptable work."

Dille has the ultimate
authority on the budget before it
is sent to the State College
Board and is free to make
whatever changes in the budget
recommendation that he sees as
necessary. However, he plans to
discuss any changes with the
SBC and the Student Senate. "If
I want to make a change based
on something I know that they
don't, I won't just make the
change. I'll tell them about it,"
he said.
He does not plan a formal
appeals procedure, but said that
his office is open to anyone who
wants to talk to him. Dille's
Wednesday calendar was full of
appointments
with
organizations that wanted to
discuss their allocations. "In
that case, it would be pre
mature for me to say what I'll
do with the budget," he said.
"However, any persuasion
would have to make a
difference to me, the Student
Senate and the SABC."

Student Senate
General Administration
Dean's Fund
Freshman Orientation
Equal Opportunities for
Minority Stu.
Refunds
Athletics
Cheerleaders
Art Activities
KMSC
Series for the Performing
Arts
International Films
Photo Displays
Athletic Insurance
Forensics
Dramatics
General Music
Concert Band
Varsity Choir
Concert Choir
Orchestra
Opera
Stage Band
Social Science Journal
Advocate
Student Union Program Board
Foreign Students
Challenge of Ideas
Women's Recreation
Association
Intra-murals
Summer Theatre
Inter-Residence Hall Council
Convocations
Collegium Musicum

Net 1974-75
Recommendation

Per Cent
Cut From
Net Request

Net 1973-74
Allocation

Net 1974-75
Request

$ 7,500
3,500
150
2,500

$11,800
4,000
200
2,900

$ 7,000
4,000
150
2,300

41
0
25
21

8,000
1,800
33,700
450
2,500
5,800

15,900
1,000
38,650
1,782
4,525
5,857

3,000
1,000
29,000
500
2,000
4,000

81
0
22
72
56
32

7,500
500
125
4,700
5,000
8,500
300
3,200
850
3,500
3,500
4,250
2,450
300
3,800
26,000
2,400
300

14,500
500
300
4,700
5,500
8,500
400
3,309
1,500
6,361
6,570
6,570
3,270
400
3,800
31,900
3,600
1,150

6,000
400
0
4,700
5,000
7,600
0
2,500
800
2,700
2,700
0
2,450
300
3,000
26,000
200
400

59
20
100
0
9
11
100
25
47
58
59
100
25
25
21
19
94
69

6,500
5,750
6,700
200
0
0

8,225
11,767
6,700
1,400
6,500
181

7,000
6,700
6,000
400
2,000
181

15
43
10
71
69
0

i

Ceramic Steins
Colossal Mugs
Insulated Mugs
Mustache Mugs
Styrofoam Coolers
Beer Can Lighters
T-Shirts
Sweat Shirts
Tank Tops
Beach Towels
Wind Breakers
Bottle Flash Lights
Liquor — Wine
Beer — Ice — Munchies

"THE ROUND HOUSE"
94 LIQUORS
2511 —12th Ave. So.
Moorhead
236-9494

are GM-ravr

AMERICAN STATE
AMERICAN
STATE

BANK

Striving to meet student needs
-f Free minimum balance checking
+ Drive in teller windows
4 + Friendly fast service

T EMPIQATUPC

DRIVE IN BANKING
CUSTOMER PARKING

Downtown Moorhead
VANITY S FIRST ANNUAL

fabalous female clothes are
much cheaper now a.
DOWNTOWN FARG< >j
AND WEST ACRES

Downtown & West Acres

Member FDIC
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SS proposes
it be larger body
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By Lynne Bell

At the Student Senate meeting
April 24, senators voted to
endorse changes in the College
Constitution affecting the
Senate. These included
increasing the number of
senators, providing for special
elections and changing the time
the president and vice-president
are elected.

Marty Johanson

students happy with dorm life,
survey rates MSC above average
By Carol Braun

showed a higher percentage of
Students living on-campus at students ranking their
Moorhead State College are residence hall experiences as
pretty happy with the residence better than they had expected
halls, according to a survey them to be." Also, according to
conducted by the Governor's the LEAP Report, a higher
Loaned Executive Action percentage of Moorhead State
Program (LEAP) higher students choose not to live offeducation task force. The study campus because they don't
of campus living facilities at all want to feel isolated, than
Minnesota State Colleges rated students at the other state
MSC consistently above colleges.
average or one of the two top
schools in its statistics.
The researchers also
concluded that Moorhead
The study, which was made students are more inclined to
throughout 1972 with results select residen ce halls because
released last fall, involved mail* they make it easier to meet
surveys of both on and off- people, easier to study, offer
campus students at all the more things to do in free time,
colleges, and in-person and are more convenient, in
interviews with on-campus that order. Questionnaire
students and college-bound high responses from MSC students
indicated that they found the
school seniors.
number, strictness and
The LEAP Report was a enforcement of residence hall
product of an Anderson regulations and policies to be
administration program in about right.
which major Minnesota
corporations loaned their top
"We talk about MSC being a
executives to the State suit-case college," Hegranes
government for ayear while still said, "but according to the
paying their salaries. The LEAP Report, only 38 per cent
executives who conducted the of the students leave campus
residence hall surveys were more than two weekends a
from Consumer Research month. Most said they go home
Associates.
on the average one or two
weekends a month."
Since the LEAP Report was
released last October, Colleen
"The LEAP Report could be
Hegranes, director of Dahl Hall, studied forever," she said.
has been sifting through the " T h e r e ' s a w e a l t h of
material gathered by the information buried in it."
researchers and condensing it Hegranes tackled the project of
into a usable form for residence
hall personnel.
From her familiarity with the
report, she pointed out
examples of survey results. At
one point, studentsvere asked to
rate their over-all residence
hall living experiences on a 5point scale from very good to
very poor. Statewide, 59 per
cent of the students rated their
experiences as very or fairly
good, while 66 per cent of the
MSC students rated their
experiences in those two
categories. Only 5 per cent of
MSC students called their living
experiences fair or very poor,
compared to 9 per cent of
students state-wide.
Hegranes quoted a section of
t h e r e p o r t w h i c h
read,"Moorhead and Southwest

action this weekliquor in parks,
rise in health fees

sorting through the report for
her practicum in housing. It
involved studying three large
looseleaf binders filled with
nothing but statistics tables —
one representing on-campus
students, one off-campus
students and the other a crosscompilation of the two. A fourth
looseleaf binder contained the
task force's written evaluation
of the survey.
Hegranes approached her
project in part by taking each of
the task force's final
c o n c l u s i o n s
a n d
recommendations and seeing
how MSC measured up — how it
is, is not or is in the process of
fulfilling them. "The biggest
recommendation of the LEAP
task force," she said, "was to
recognize students as
consumers and treat them
accordingly, by providing a
home-like atmosphere,
encouraging student
participation in running the hall
and being competitive with offcampus housing."
We have made a sincere
attempt to provide a home-like
atmosphere and have students
participate in decision-making
through dorm councils." The
councils help select all the hall's
furniture and equipment and set
policies within the guidelines of
the college, she said. "The
students really do determine
the way the resident halls go,"
she added.
...Continued on Page 5

SS spring elections
Filing for four student senator
positions and Senate secretary
treasurer opened last Monday.
Students will be able to file for
either of the positions in the
Student Senate office until 5
p.m. Friday.
Election for these five seats,
vacant because of resignations
this fall, will be May 14. On May
13, the traditional open forum
will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the
MSC Student Union lounge.
Candidates will present; their
platforms there. They will also
answer from the student body.

Voting will be in the Union,
from 8 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. and
MacLean, downstairs Flora
Frick and Weld, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
In order to vote, each student
must present his spring quarter
activity card to election
officials.
As of Monday evening, only
one person, Bob Melendy (jrWaterloo, IA) had entered the
Spring Senate race. He filed for
secretary-treasurer.
Election Board chairman is
Senator 'Mark Vanyo (jrAlvarado).

J

During a 30 minute Student
Senate meeting Monday, Nancy
Bjorndal (jr-Sacred Heart)
gave a report on her Senatefinanced trip to the health
service convention in Dallas.
The Senate also passed motions
dealing with a possible rise in
health service fees and the issue
of liquor in city parks.
Preliminary steps have been
taken toward establishing a
health service committee here
said Bjorndal. She has spoken
with Dr. Robert MacLeod, vice
president of student personnel,
about the legal aspects of such a
program, set up some
preliminary guidelines for
selecting students with the
assistance of Judith Dulski,
Health Service nurse and talked
to Elliot Garb, director of
housing, about a crash health
program for resident assistants
and members of the Greek
system.
Bjorndal also spoke of a
possible rise in health service
fees. MSC is against the rise,
she said, because the students
should be able to expect
increased service with the $1 to
$3 per quarter increase. She
maintained . . services offered
at the Health Service now are
adequate.
Treasurer Fran Honrath (jrLarchwood, IA) introduced a
motion endorsing the concept of
the student health service
advisors board. He also
requested the Senate go on
record as against an increase in
health service fees. The motion
carried.
A second motion, introduced
by Senator Lance Onan (soSabin) requested the city
government set aside an area of
the city where liquor may be
consumed in accordance with
the state laws. Hopefully, Onan
said, this would encourage the
City Council to open some of the
parks up so alcoholic beverages
may be consumed in them.
After little debate, this motion
also passed.
Senator Mark Vanyo, (jrAlvarado) announced due to the
announcments and hearings
necessary to alter the College
Constitution, the amendments
approved by the Senate last
week will not be voted on by the
student body until next fall.

Senate President Steve
Hegranes (jr-Moorhead)
reported the Student Activities
Budget Committee (SABC)
approved the Senate's proposed
budget with only three changes
—opera was cut entirely, in
ternational films were given an
additional $100 and Student
Union Programming Board was
reappropriated $1,000.
May 14 was announced as the
date of spring quarter elections.
Filings for the positions of
secretary-treasurer and four3— quarter • terms opened
April 29 and run until May 3.
Also considered at the
meeting were eliminating the
scholarship for the Senate vicepresident, funding for the
A m e r i c a n I n d i a n -Student
Association workshop and
endorsement of the course
description proposal written up
by t h e A c a d e m i c A f f a i r s
Committee.
After considering the portion
of the Constitution pertaining to
the Student Senate, the
Constitution and By-laws
Committee recommended the
number of senators be raised
from 15 to 18. This suggestion
was made in light of the four
vacancies currently on the
Senate. They hope, even if a
large number of vacancies
occur, there will be enough
senators so each can have a
smaller work load then they
presently carry.
A second change would allow
the Senate to call a special
election if the number of
senators fell below 15.
The final change had been
proposed last year by former
Senate President Debbie Zitzow, but was never acted upon.
This alteration would have the
president elected winter
quarter and the vice-president
fall quarter, opposite of what it
is now. The rationale behind the
action would be to allow a senior
to serve as president without
returning to school for an extra
quarter.
These recommendations will
be voted upon by the student
body. If passed, they will go into
effect next fall.
Vice-president Peter Yin (soHong Kong) moved the 16
credit scholarship of the vicepresident be deleted from the
Senate's policy. With little
discussion, the motion passed.
The Senate passed a motion
endorsing the course
description bookie^ as proposed
by t h e A c a d e m i c A f f a i r s
Committee. Senator Wayne
Struble (fr-Fargo) reported the
proposal has also been accepted
by the Faculty Senate, givingthe Senate a year to test the
successfulness of this proposal.
Funding of $200 was voted Dy
the Senate for the American
Indian Student Association
Workshop on Wounded Knee.
The money for the May 9-11
workshop will hel p defray the
speaker expenses.

Page 4

letters

By Steve Webber

Next week the Moorhead State College community
will have the opportunity to again taste and digest the
plight of the American Indian.
Straight from their head-lining performances at
Wounded Knee, S.D., in the courtroom and on the
lecture circuit, American Indian Movement (AIM)
leaders Dennis Banks, Vernon Bellecourt and William
Kunstler will remake their dramatic debut at MSC for
a three-day Wounded Knee Workshop May 9-11. (See
schedule of events on page 17)

Dear Sir:
The anecdote by Mark Twain which
appeared in one of the letters you published
last week reminded me of something C.S.
Lewis said in the chapter "The Shocking
Alternative" in his almost classic bode Mere
Christianity. Permit me to quote as follows:

also the worse it will be if it goes wrong. A cow
cannot be very good or very bad; a dog can be
both better and worse; a child better and
worse still; an ordinary man, still mort so; a
man of genius, still more so; a super-human
spirit best — or worst — or all

The elders of MSC's student body may remember
the disturbances caused by the AIM group at MSC two
years ago.

God created things which had free will.
That means creatures which can go either
wrong or right...If a thing is free to be good it
isalsofree to be bad. And free will is what has
made evil possible. Why, then, did God give
them free will? Because free will, though it
makes evil possible, is also the only thing that
makes possible any love or goodness or joy
worth having. A world of automation- of
creatures that worked like machines — would
hardly be worth creating....

What Satan put into the heads of our remote
ancestors was the idea that they could "be
like gods" — could get up on their own as if
they had created themselves — be their own
masters — invent some sort of happiness for
themselves outside of God, apart from God.
And out of that hopeless attempt has come
nearly all that we call human history —
money, poverty, ambition, war, prostitution,
classes, empires, slavery — the long terrible
story of man trying to find something other
than God which will make him happy.

Despite the verbal conflict with administrators,
failure to keep media appointments and shutdown of
Kise Commons that occurred during their first
appearance at MSC, the serious members of the
Indian culture did manage to present a very
educational and enlightening program.
The Wounded Knee Workshop should prove to be of
the same quality as the two previous ones, and
hopefully the representatives from AIM will stick to
the cultural education of MSC rather than the
political.

advocate

Steve Webber
Janis Fredrickson
Webb White
Tom Tollefson
Phil Hilker
Bruce Hanson
Ron Wood
MSC Circle K
Candace Moe, Jean Hedlund,
Janet Carlson
Linda Peterson, Colleen Putnam,
Gwen Kidman
Tom Lundquist

Of course God knew what would ha pen if
they used their freedom the wrong way:
apparently he thought it was worth the risk....
When we have understood about free will,
we shall see how silly it is to ask, as somebody
once asked me: "Why did God make a
creature of such rotten stuff that it went
wrong?" The better stuff a creature is made
of — the cleverer and stronger and freer it is
— then the better it will be if it goes right, but

There is more in the chapter which I am
tempted to quote, for Lewis goes on to
comment on why happiness apart from God is
impossible. I would close by simply
recommending this book to any Christian for
an exciting adventure into thoughtful analysis
of Christianity and to any non-Christian for an
understanding of some pf the best arguments
the "opposition" can offer.
ARNE D. WEIGLEND, assistant
Professor, Department of Speech.
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What's a nice girl
from Hong Kong
doing at a place
like MSC?
We decided that question
deserved answering. So The
Advocate assigned reporter
Pam Robinson and
photographer Jeff Liss to the
story. They returned with an
interesting and indepth
article about the lives of six
international students who
attend Moorhead State
College. The story probes
deep into their private
thoughts
about life in
America, what they miss
most from home plus much
more. This provocative
feature will appear in nfext
weeks Advocate. We hope
you enjoy reading it as much
as we enjoyed writing it.
Alice Wang (So. Kowloon, Hong Kong).

the advocate
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To The Editor:
Spring is indeed a time to pause and
critically evaluate ourselves. When we do
this, let us remember that each person's ideas
are honorable in her own eyes. And through
our honor, we prove our individual worth. So,
hide not behind organizations and groups.
Sincerely,
D. SHARPE

To The Editor:
In reply to Jim Polzin's letter in last week's
Advoc ate.
In the three months that have past since I
accepted Jesus Christ, He has worked
wonders in my life and my love for Him has
grown continually. What has Mark Twain
done for you?
Love in Christ,
DARRELL LARSON

ro The Students Of MSC:
Do the students of Moorhead State College
vant to see a major concert on this campus
is much as they would make you believe?
Vlaybe MSC should not sponsor any more 'big
iame' concerts. That is the quetion currently
•acing the Student Union Program Board. All
SUPB seems to hear is, "Why can't we have
concerts like Concordia and NDSU?" The
mswer to that question is simple — we just do
lot have the funds. As an example, 'Grand
Funk' goes for approximately $25,000. The
total budget SUPB has to work with this year
is $29,000 and with this amount they are
expected to sponsor cultural events,
recreation, coffeehouse, dances, concerts and
special happenings. Another factor is the
processof how income from events is used.
Any income SUPB makes goes back into the
General Activities Account which is made up
of the>$31 you pay every quarter for activities
(SUPB'as allocation is just a percentage of
this amount). Before this income can be used
again, SUPB has to request it from the
Budget Committee. At NDSU, income goes
directly back to their music account to be
used again.

TO THE 1974 GOLLEGTE GRADUATES:
As graduates of America's colleges, you
cross the important threshold from the
calssroom of academic learning to the other
and equally exhilarating classroom of
working experience. The world that awaits
your skills and welcomes the useful
knowledge you have acquired throughout
your course of study is one of infinite
challenge and excitement. It is a restless
world, impatient to right past wrongs and
ready to witness the realization of yesterday's
dreams.
The focus of education in our country has
been more than ever adapted to the practical
realities with which you will have to cope. I
know that the knowledge you have
assimilated and the insights you have gained
into many of the major problems we face
bode well for the America of the future. But
more than this, I am confident of your spirit of
involvement and your selfless desire to serve
your fellowman. These are the qualities that
will best guide you as you put to use for
yourselves and for our nation the educational
opportunities you have shared in throughout
your college years.
As you go forth each in your chosen
endeavor, I can think of now words that better
capture the thought that I want to leave with
you than those of Woodrow Wilson:

"The day of our country's life is still
but in its fresh morning. Let us lift
our eyes to the great tracts of life yet
to be conquered in the interests of
righteous peace. Come, let us renew
our allegiance to America, conserve
her strength in its purity, make her
chief among those who serve
mankind..."

Personally, the MSC students are being
rather inconsistant in their complaints of not
enough concerts. They want them, and yet,
attendance is low when we do have one. Why
should SUPB spend all their time and effort
on something that apparently isn't wanted
after all? Maybe the students should re
evaluate their position and start supporting
concerts on this campus or don't expect
them!
GEORGIA BLACKMAN
Treasurer, SUPB
DENNY STENSSY, Former
Student Union Program
Board President

The husband, specializing in
photography and advertising,
turned down the "only opening
in this area" for a copywriting
position which paid $3,000 a
year. He works now in the sales
division of a brokerage firm —
thonot exactly his goal. She
thinks "jobs around here for
women are horrid" and quit her
secretarial position because
"the pay was so poor." They
have several friends in
education and mass
communications who "have had
to go to the cities or out-of-state
for decent-paying jobs."
The loans mentioned, the
National Direct Student Loan
and the Federally Insured
Loans, require the first
payments begin nine months
following graduation or leaving
school.
"Theoretically," says David
Anderson, director of Financial
Aid, "a student could stay out
years and not pay up. He could
go for one quarter and stay out
for two quarters. Payments are
not required until after the ninth
month. There is an exemption
for military service, too."
Last year (1972-73) MSC

granted $471,300 in NDS Loans;
for the academic year 1973-74,
$400,000 was awarded to
qualifying students.
Cheryl Christlieb, loan
account supervisor, says very
few students borrow more than
$3,600. She suggests that too
many graduates think their
salaries are more than they
actually are when they first
start out.
"They forget that 20 or 30 per
cent of that paycheck will be
gone before they ever get it; it
goes to the government," she
explains. "The problem is
compounded when the students
don't realize that besides loan
payments they will probably be
making payments on cars and
apartments,* too.
"But I think everyone gets
into this situation at least one in
their life," she adds.
Christleib also urges seniors
or transferring students with
loans to stop in or call for "exit
information" including specific
data on when and how much
their loan repayments will be.

LEAP survey (con't from P.3)
"They have possibly
more control than off-campus
students who have to deal with
landlords."

But, if the attendance at these concerts is

lose money. Word will spread around the
music industry that concerts do not do well at
that location, resulting in the '90-100 split'
becoming even more rare than it already is.
Schools will then have to purchase acts with
the funds they have. Next year SUPB will
have about $5,000 for concerts. This is the
primary reason why SUPB is considering
eliminating major concerts.

student loans (con't from P.l)

Richard Nixon

With the funds we have, we are unable to
bring in the big names. The only way to obtain
a well known act, at low cost, is an unusual
process known s the '90-10 split'. Usually a
promoter contacts a school and offers the
school 10 per cent of all income received from
a concert while the promoter takes 90 per
cent. However, the promoter determines
ticket prices, which are usually high, so that
he makes an income off the concert for
himself. This is how the 'Grand Funk, B.B.
King, and the up-coming Sha Na Na' concerts
happened.

very low, the promoter and the school will

/

So you like to write!
Have you ever thought about becoming a
reporter for The Advocate?
If not, consider these advantages:
1. You receive practical writing experience,
(experience that can't be found in books).
2. You may be paid each quarter.
3. You may earn up to 6 credits. (2 per quarter)
4. You meet many new people.
5. You're always on top of campus events.
If you think you would like to give reporting a
try ... stop in and see us. We're located in room
121 CAAU (across from the Games Room). Or call
Steve Webber at 236-2551.
If you like to write — The Advocate may be
right for you.

Report can not be carried out
immediately, Hegranes said.
For example, the college may
not permit liquor on campus
and does not have the funds to
carpet all rooms and hallways.
According to Hegranes, many
of the recent changes were
already in progress before the
report was published. "I don't
think our direction has changed
because of the report," she said,
but it has given us a chance to
focalize on certain areas and
really showed us where we are
in the minds of the students."

Hegranes pointed out other
examples. The task force
recommended
offering
flexibility in meal plans. As of
next year, MSC will have 10,14,
15 and 21-meal plans with nofood options for juniors and
seniors. The LEAP Report
recommended making cooking
facilities available. With the
recent additions of micro-wave
ovens in East Snarr, some sort
of facilities have been set up Also, at the recommendation
everywhere possible.
of the report, the Housing Office
has launched a publicity
Another suggestion was that p r o g r a m a d v e r t i s i n g i t s
refrigerators be rented at the services. Much of the work done
lowest possible price, she on the specifications for the new
continued. MSC does not make food contracts for next year was
any profit on its refrigerator based on the report.
rental service. It was also
recommended that students "There are advantages and
have more control over their disadvantages to living on and
environment. This year a pilot off-camius," Hegranes said,
r o o m - p a i n t i n g p r o g r a m w a s "but by looking through the
tried in Nelson-Grantham. The LEAP Report, for single people,
task force recommended that the advnatages of living onstudents have quarter rather c a m p u s o u t w e i g h t h e
than year-long residence hall advantages of living off. It's an
contracts. Starting next year, experience everyone should
sophomores at MSC will have take advantage of. Living onquarter contracts as well as campus is a good way to meet
juniors and seniors.
people and learn to live with all
kinds of people."
Some of the
recommendations in the LEAP
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It was heads, hands and butts as Holmquist Hall won the pyramid building
contest during Hall-a-Daze, April 22-29. Photos by LeAnn Kuntz.

iol deficit affects MSCSA effectiveness
By Corinne Iversen
* The following article is the
fourth in a series on MSCSA.
The series orginated to explain
the MSCSA to students within
the Minnesota State Colege
System. This article concerns
the funding of the Association,
which affects students in state
colleges indirectly.

possibility
of utilizing a
negative checkout system."
The main expenditures of the
MSCSA involves its lobbying
p r o g r a m a n d the
communica tions public
relations department.

For the past two years, there
has been one lobbyist, paid fifty
The Delegate Assembly of the dollars a week. Hopes are t~
MSCSA, as any functioning expand that program to include
organization, has expenditures a lobbyist from each state
and debts and needs financing
• to operate. (The Delegate
Assembly is made up of the
delegates sent from each
college, the coordinators and
officers forming the working
body of MSCSA)

college. At fifty dollars a week
as a base salary per lobbyist
MSCSA could not afford a
program on their present,
budget.

articles in the past With the
extension into effective public
relations, purchases such as
recorder, tapes, photography
equipment, and a drafting
board would be most
T h e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s advantageous.
program is relatively new and
the cost involved would reach
General expenses include
the thousands of dollars if run travel, room and board of
efficiently and effectively. officers and coordinators (when
There has been expenditures for necessary) and mailing,
brochures, printing of letters,
However, travel has not been
minutes, papers and news in abundance this year due to

the gas shortage. The cost erf
mailing has been approximated
to two hundred dollars. With the
recent two cent increase in
mailing services, this figure
will take a 50 per cent increase.
The method used to secure
more funds may be finalized at
the May meeting of the
Delegate Assembly. No matter
which system the Association
chooses to follow, there will
have to be an increase in funds
to achieve effectiveness.

student rights problem examined, solved
opinion

I n the past, student
governments that wanted to
become members of the MSCSA
and be able to send delegates to
represent that respective state
college, would pay dues. Due
assessments have been four
cents per student based on fall
quarter enrollment, through
activity fees.
Because of the decrease in
enrollment, and the higher cost
of living, the working body of
the MSCSA has found itself
unable to do the mast effectve
job possible.
Alternate ways of funding
the operation of the MSCSA has
been a subject of much
discussion for over a year.
There is a chance that the
amount payed for dues will be
increased to six cents per
student beginning fall quarter
next year. This will not force
students into paying six cents
more on their activity fee. The
change will be noticed in the
budget of each student
government when they pay
their dues.
Parell Friedley, treasurer for
the MSCSA and a student at
Southwest State Colege,
Marshall, expressed his hopes
for the Association to be funded
by students more directly.

v

"I would like to see a
mandatory fee typed on the
registration receipt. Each
student would be charged 50
cents or a dollar."
When asked as to the
probability of such a move,
Friedley said, "there is the

apathy at Moorhead State lies in
the concept that has been
inoculated in the students that
In two previous articles F they can do nothing important
have attempted to roughly on their own and that if they try
describe the sources of, and to they will be sorry.
conflicts concerning the
practice of student rights.
Attempting the novel, the
Today we search for solutions to never-yet-done, requires a
the problems and focus for the c e r t a i n a m o u n t o f
underlying concepts involved. e n c o u r a g e m e n t .
This
Basically the student is a e n c o u r a g e m e n t h a s b e e n
c o n s u m e r i n t h e c o l l e g e singularly absent here. Not only
situation. As such, he has the does this college suppress a
same rights that all consumers c l i m a t e f a v o r a b l e t o
do — providinghe (or she) does e n c o u r a g e d
student
not undertake to surrender involvement, it further seeks to
these rights. Consumer rights frustrate the relatively few
i n c l u d e p r o t e c t i o n f r o m active students by piecemealing
harmful effects of the product t h e v i s i b l e ( i l l u s i o n a r y )
— t r u t h i n p a c k a g i n g , governmental structure in a
advertising and marketing — manner that hampers effective
and, morally, a role in shaping communication and increases
the product itself.
student confusion.
The term "student input",
tremendously popular i n
The answer to all of the above
administrative and student is obvious. The students must,
personnel areas, is visible on their own, learn to bear the
evidence of the subordinate role b u r d e n o f i n d e p e n d e n c e .
assigned to the student. There Students must be encouraged to
are many areas of college life in select their own leaders from
which the student should be among their peers and they
allowed to participate as an jnust be educated to better
equal, not as a minion. Where is understand their innate power
t h e c o m p l i m e n t a r y t e r m and ability.
"administrative input" used?
What processes occur at the
True education teaches us to
college in which the final question ideas, not to merely
decisions are not made by the accept them. It teaches us that
administration, but in which there are alternative ways to
" a d m i n i s t r a t i v e i n p u t " i s reachevery goal; it teaches us
loudly touted?
the value of failure and the
T h e ' k e y , a s c e r t a i n danger erf- success. We, as the
psychologists would agree, lies c o l l e g e c o n s u m e r , m u s t
in the student's perception of d e m a n d a n d a c c e p t t h e
self. If the students are so responsibility of ensuring that
inhibited that they cannot speak college really does educate. rup on issues that concern them,
they will never see selfTo this end, we must learn to
determinism. In other words, identify individuals as the
you have the power and the source of policies, we must be
ability to do those things you able to differentiate between
want. The major source of truth and lies. We must develop
By Phil Powel

the will to resist the lies and failure, and that corruption,
ignore their proponents.
unchecked, flourishes. Use your
common sense!
Student rights, like any
rights, are founded on common
Student leaders must learn
s e n s e .
W h e n a n not to trade off their potential
administration says one thing merely to preserve their "good
and does another, common guy" image. Honest decisions
sense should tell us it cannot be c a n b e u n p o p u l a r . T h e
trusted. Common sense-tells us responsibility of these leaders is
a few other things as well; it to be the "squeaky wheels that
tells us that words are a poor get the grease". Leadership
substitute for action, that does not mean popularity — it
excuses are justifications of means work.

faculty bargaining unit
dispute growing hotter
ST. PAUL - State
Commissioner of Personnel
John W. Jackson has directed
the State College Board to
appeal to district court a ruling
permitting state college faculty
to establish separate
bargaining units on each
campus. (Under the Public
Employment Labor Relations
Act, the commissioner
of
personnel is designated as the
employer of all state employees
for the purposes of collective
bargaining).

policy of the state regarding
fragmentation."
The State College Board and
three faculty union
organizations had earlier
requested PERB to rule in favor
of a single, system wide
bargaining unit.

Responding to the
Commissioner's
directive,
Chancellor G. Theodore JVIitau
said, "I am informed by legal
counsel that Commissioner
Jackson has the statutory
The ruling,issued April 8 by authority to order an appeal and
t h e P u b l i c E m p l o y m e n t we will request our counsel to
Relations Board (PERB), found proceed as required.
that "each state college is the
appropriate unit for
"Commissioner Jackson has
representation of the faculty c e r t a i n
s t a t e *i de
members."
considerations which he has
taken into account in this
Commissioner Jackson stated matter. The question of an
that "the unit as defined by appropriate bargaining unit is
PERB is not an approprite unit viewed by the state as a major
of state employees for the issue which transcends the
purpose of collective bargaining concerns of the State College
and is inconsistent with the Board.

state official orders
SCB to appeal
ruling on teachers
By Cal Singleton

The State College Board SCB
was ordered to appeal to
District Court the April 8 Public
Employees Relations Board's
(PERB) decision to allow state
college faculties to establish
independent bargaining units on
each of the seven state college
campuses.
Commissioner of Personnel
John W. Jackson directed the
action on April 24, however as of
April 29 the appeal had not yet
been filed with District Court.
Deadline for appeal is May 8.
Jackson is directly under the
Minnesota Commissioner of
Administration and has the
power to direct any State
agency to appeal a quasijudicial decisioa

affiliated with the MSCFT, and
the Inter Faculty Organization
(IFO) held their annual
conventions on April 19-20.
The conventions were the first
major meetings of both
organizations since the April 9
PERB "unit" decision. IFO,
long in favor of a statewide
bargaining unit, did not elect to
appeal the PERB "unit" ruling
at its convention.
The MFT passed a resolution
to expand its legal fund at the
conventioa Cooper stated the
reasons for the expansion as
rising legal costs and a growing
number of grievances among
members.

Responding to the
commissioner's
directive,
Chancellor G. Theodore Mitau
Cooper said the MFT also
said, "I am informed by legal
counsel that Commissioner passed resolutions supporting
Jackson has the statuturoy negotiated severance pay, a
authority to order an appeal and strengthening of tenure and
we will request our counsel to institution of due process for
removal of untenured faculty.
proceed as required.
John Cooper, member of
Moorhead State College
Federation of Teachers and an
economics instructor, said that
the action was probably
initiated by Larkin McLellan,
chief negotiator for the SCB.
The decision establishing
bargaining units is one of two
presently blocking the election
of a faculty bargaining agent at
Moorhead State College.
The other issue yet to be
decided by PERB is which
department chairpersons will
be allowed to serve as members
of the bargaining unit and who
will be considered as
administrators.

Commissioner Jackson stated
that "the unit as defined by
PERB is notan appropriate unit
of state employees for the
purpose of collective bargaining
and is inconsistent with the
Both the Minnesota
policy of the state regarding
Federation of Teachers (MFT),
fragmentation."

• No Entertainment
• No Dancing Girls
• No Cover Charge
• No Tipping
• Just Great Food!

The IFO passed resolutions in
support of the concept of one
year, non-incremental,
separately funded merit salary
awards and the State funding of
a minimum $10,000 life
insurance policy for each
faculty member.
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share" fee was tabled.
Moorhead State College
MSCIFO President Joseph
Miller, professor of English, felt
it would have" been useless to
pass the resolution when nobody
really knew how much a
contract would cost or even
what the expenses would
include.

Anoushirav Khoshkish,
professor of political science,
then asked about the last
paragraph in the contracts
stating that the faculty member
who failed to return his contract
by the date specified on it would
be considered to have
irrevocably resigned. He asked
Dille if the paragraph did not
make the contract say "we
Cooper mentioned that the
must trust you but you do not
"Open Files" bill has passed the
State Legislature and faculty trust us."
members are permitted access
It was also brought out at the
to all information contained in
meeting that the use of the word
their files. He stated that
resignation in the contract give
faculty members who are
it a different definition than the
contemplating legal action
concerning a grievance might one found in the SCB Rules and
find their files a good starting R e g u l a t i o n s . D i l l e a g r e e d
saying "The use of the word
place.
resignation ought to
disappear."
A faculty meeting explaining
the present status of collective
Dille also stated he did not
bargaining will be held at 4 p.m.
intend to do anything about this
May 6 in Biology Hall
year's contract but may submit
Auditorium. Mrs. Viola Kanatz,
next year's to the faculty senate
assistant director of the Bureau
for approval.
of Mediation, will be the
speaker at the meeting.

last chance
to see MSC
star feature

This meeting has been
preceded by two others at which
questions concerning next years
contracts were answered by
Assistant Attorney General
Dick Allyn on April 23 and MSC
M F T d e c i d e d n o t t o President Roland Dille on April
implement the "fair share" 25.
This weekend (May 2-5) will
provision found in the Public
be the last opportunity students,
Employees Labor Relations Act
At the April 25 meeting Dille faculty and staff will have to
until after a contract has been jokingly told the faculty that as participate as spectators in
negotiated. The "fair share" is he signed the 100th contract he "Across the Sea of Stars,"
the amount that the Act allows realized some questions might M o o r h e a d S t a t e C o l l e g e
unions to charge non-members be raised about its tough legal Planetarium's latest public
for their bargaining services. wording. He then asked the feature offering. The programs
Cooper said, "The MFT will faculty not to discard the are at 8:15 p.m. Thursday,
determine the average cost per trusting relationship he felt Friday and Saturday and at 2
person of actual negotiations as existed between faculty and p.m. Sunday in Bridges Hall
the 'fair share'."
administration in previous 153. There is a 50 cent admission
A resolution stating IFO years because of the wording. fee for students and $1 for all
support of charging a "fair
other persons.

40' Off

Reg. Price
SUNDAY ONLY

• Sirloin
• T-Bone

Bring your MSC
i.D. for this special.C
(No coupon).

2515 S. University Drive

the dorms can be an interesting place to live

There's always interesting people to meet, crazy
things to do, and best of all it's cheap.
You can choose a convenient and cheap food
contract. Overall it's a pretty good idea, and a
pretty good deal.
For info, call 2118 or contact the housing office.
For your convenience ... live on campus in 74-75.
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new course required
for freshmen in '74

In the small sections, 30
students will meet with a
faculty and student advisor to
discuss the General Studies
Program. Representatives
from the various departments
will explain to these groups
The General Studies
T h e course w a s a p p r o v e d b y
T h i s 1-quartel*, 2-credit class t h e i r d i f f e r e n t offerings.
Committee has passed a pass- the Coucil on Curriculum and will consist of six 1-hour
fpyl Orientation Course that Instruction and must now be lectures the first she weeks with
There will be no more classes
freshman will be required to approved by the Faculty an additional two hours a week after the first six weeks, but
take starting Fall Quarter 1974. Senate.
spent in small sections.
instead an individual advising
—-———————————————i—————————
period, when students will
/pCD
•
develop their own plan within
f
the confines of the present
program. The required credits
/
A V A ^ M • • 0k
X
f
o
r G e n e r a l S t u d i e s w i l l b e
Dr. Robert Badal, committee
chairman, states, "We expect
student reactions to be
favorable. The faculty has
spoken well about the
program."

K\W-1

J

/

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew

WHEELSPORTS

\

2525 Hwy. 10 East Moorhead - 236-8700

1

Batavus has been building bicycles since 1904 and has become world famous for their quality by
offering the latest in construction and technical features, perfect design and a wonderful finish. When
you buy a Batavus from Wheelsports, you too will be convinced that Batavus means quality.

Champion

$1

OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
5151st Ave. N.
Ph: 235-1292

14 95

The Champion is a bicycle of exceptional quality, equipped with a
fully-lugged lightweight steel frame (frame size 22 Vi "), taped chro
mium-plated handlebars with alloy stem, centerpull brakes with
extension levers, 10-speed wide gear ratio derailleurs with stem
Ishifters, wide flange steel hubs with wingnuts, chromium-plated
lightweight steel rims, gumwall fires (27x114 ") rattrap pedals with
reflector, spoke protector, kickstand, chainwheel protector.

raised from 60 to 64 due to this
extra course. This makes the
required General Studies
credits one-third of the
necessary credits for
graduation.

+++
The Freshman Orientation
Committee has been busy in all
areas of the program. Their
biggest job has been the
selection of group leaders who
will head small group
orientation for freshman this
fall.
The Committee has also been
working with the nine
coordinators and answering
their questions. Evaluations are
being developed along with
definitions of roles the student
advisors, resident assistants
and group leaders should play
in the program.

Bail Bonds
Municipal -District-Federal

s

Anywhere - Anytime
(Call 24 Hours)

At the April 23 meeting of the
Community Service
Committee, a first draft erf their
newsletter was handed out The
name, CSCENews was decided
upon. The newsletter will be
printed the beginning of May.

|B0B YOUNG AGENCY INC.

The Champion is available in white, yellow andorange.

302 N Univ. Dr.

Monte Carlo

1 29

A first-class 10 speed lightweight bicycle in four frame sizes (20,
22 Vi, 24 and 25 '/2 "). The frame is made of seamless lightweight
steel tubing, full lugged. The Monte Carlo has chromium-plated
handlebars with alloy stem. Weinmann Vainqueur or Dia Compe
i centerpull brakes with extension levers, 10-speed wide gear ratio
derailleurs with stem shifters (Shimano Lark SS). Wide flange light
weight steel hubs with wingnuts, chromium-plated rims (27x1 Va")
with gumwall tires, rattrap pedals with reflector, kickstand, chain'wheel protector, spoke protector.

Fargo

The perfect
answer.
DIAMOND
RINGS

The Monte Carlo is available in white, flamboyant blue, green and violet.

Tour de I'Europe

$15995

A top-quality bicycle for someone who wants something special.
Available in three frame sizes (22 Vi , 24 and 25 Vi "). Fully lugged
frame of seamless lightweight steel tubing. Taped alloy handlebars,
alloy cotterless crankset, center pullbrakes, Simplex Prestige 10speed wide gear ratio derailleurs, alloy wide flange quick-release
hubs, lightweight steel chromium-plated rims (27x1 'A ") with gumwall
[tires. Per John leather-covered seat, rattrap pedals with reflector.
|Standard equipment includes kickstand, plastic spoke-protector. Ma'fac tool kit with complete set of wrenches, rubber hooded brake
levers, toe clips with strap.

• Registered
•Insured
Choose with confidence

NEUBARTH'S

The Tour de I'Europe is availabie in flamboyant brown and gold.

Mixte Racer

LOCATED IN
THE MOORHEAD
^CENTER MALL

12995

A modern sportsmanlike bicycle suitable for ladies as well as men. The
fully-lugged frame is made of seamless lightweight steel with duplo
bars and is very rigid. Frame size is 21"/Standard equipped with
chromium-plated taped handlebars with alloy stem. Altenburger
centerpull brakes with extension levers, 10-speed Shimano Lark SS
wide gear ratio derailleurs with stem-shifters, wide flange lightweight
steel hubs with wingnuts chromium-plated lightweight steel rims
(27x1 Va") with gumwall tires, rattrap pedals with reflector, kickstand, chainwheel protector, spoke protector.

DOWNTOWN - FARGO - 237-9194
Holiday Mall
412 N. P. Ave.

The Mixte Racer is available in white, yellow and red.

Moorhead
Far9°

Get into the swing of things
Mixte Tourist

*13495

The popular European Mixte model is also available in tourist styling.
The frame is the same as the Mixte Racer. Standard-equipped with
touring type handlebars, chromium-plated with alloy stem. Weinjmann Symmetric sidepull brakes. Shimano Lark SS 10-speed wide
[gear ration derailleurs with stem shifter, wide flange lightweight steel
hubs with wingnuts, lightweight steel chromium-plated rims
(27x1 Va") with gumwall tires, comfortable touring-type seat, rattrap
! pedals with reflector. Standard equipment includes kickstand, chro[mium-plated chainwheel protector, spoke protector and Feran fend
ers.

with our fine tennis selection.

Complete Stock of $598 LP s
AT $3.99
FOR THE LATEST RELEASES

the Mixte Tourist is available in white, yellow and red.

AND FARGO'S LARGEST SE LECTION

Service
Wheelsports is a service-after-the-sale organization. That
means Wheelsports will be glad to service your bicycles plus
maintain an excellent inventory of parts and accessories. Ba
tavus is sold exclusively in Moorhead through Wheelsports, that
is why we make sure that you get the best service.

Open 9 to 9 Monday-Friday
9 to 5 Saturday and 1 to 5 Sunday
2525 Hwy. 10 East Moorhead — 236-8700

SHOP

Broadway Music
119 Broadway

293-9555
Sat. 9:30 to 5:30

DON'T MISS

The MSC Stage Band
Spring Concert
Wednesday, May 8
8:15 in the CA Auditorium

ROCK
11

BIC'BAND JAZZ
SWING
Tickets available at CA Box Office or call 236-2271

Photos by Dan Ruua

Fran Honrath serves beer to two younger customers at /VUCK-S office.

bartending-can bottle emotions
or pop the top on happiness

SB53!
S '8P
L

By LeAnn Kuntz
The bottle,, the bar and the
bartender make a terrific trio
or terrible trio depending on
what one thirsts for ... Fran
Honrath (jr-Larchwood, 10), a
newly ordained bartender says,
"Bars are one of the greatest
things around — too bad people
abuse them."

gets a guy down," He adds,
"What I hate most about the job
is people not realizing a
bartender can do only so
much." When I get busy some
people get impatient waiting
a n d b e c o m e v e r y
inconsiderate."
Fran does not mind the
plastered drunk as long as the
drunk is friendly. He cannot
"tolerate" the nasty drunk. A
history of wild brothers and
first hand (maybe both hands)
experience in handling booze
has helped Fra n adjust to the
demands of his job, he says.

Standing 6 feet 1 inch at 210
pounds, Fran has functioned for
the last month and a half at $2
an hour as a bartender, bouncer
and waiter at a local drownyour-sorrows-bar or toast-yourtriumphs-bar (or whatever the
case) in Moorhead because he
The lack of tips bothers Fran.
wanted to see what the other " J u s t b e c a u s e w o m e n
side of the bar was like.
have...well, anyway, I sure wish
I wasn't discriminated against
Fran has found out. '
as far as tips go. People don't
realize the work we do," he
He says, "I do enjoy explains.
bartending, but sometimes it

^v fill ^ \

i

m

'' ' £0

Besides bartenders have to chance to be rowdy or a
remain sober during working combination of the three.
hours.
With no formal schooling in
Fran admits that sometimes bartending (aside from a
he gets sick and tired of doctor-it), Fran is at his best
watching people drink while he while drawing tap beer, not
cannot, so to keep squared away mixing strange exotic drinks
— and not put away — he goes which he says are rarely called
out and gets bombed once in a for where he works.
while.
Born on July 4, 1953 complete
with U.S. Impeachment Day
What kind of people generally outfit (college copywright),
hang out and up and around at Fran lived on a farm with his
bottle land, U.S.A.? According parents, five brothers and three
to Fran, almost anybody. He sistersuntil he began attending
says people who want to college three years ago. He
unwind, be entertained, meet enjoys his family very much.
other people or just get drunk at An honest relationship with his
a bar do not fall into any certain parents is very important to
job category.
him.
During haying time, he likes
Bars, comments Fran, offer to go out to the barn and see how
m a i n l y t h r e e t h i n g s : much work he can get done by
entertainment, socializing, a himself. "You can get pretty
beat that way, but it sure gets
things done. I like the feeling I
get of accomplishing
something. Then, too, dad's
been working pretty hard all
these years."
Swimming, football and
bicycling are this allAmerican's (every last fifth of
him) favorite hobbies. So far in
school he has dabbled in almost
everything he could while
searching to find out what field
he wants to go into. Fran
believes, "There is too much of
the world to discover and not
enough time to do it in."

customer.

He likes people who say they
care no matter who they are. "I
like being with people. Any kind
of people — which includes
people at bars. As long a si can
communicate with them and
they care," he says.

crashing down around his ear.
He stands dazed for a moment,
too stunned to move. Then,
gathering courage, he dares to
rise his eyes. There, shining
through the gaping hole in the
roof, in all its spiendir, is the
As you wallow in your agony, sun!"
a friend (or a sadistic enemy)
The effectiveness of this
will fill your stomach with more
in hangover
hangover remedies than you break-through
remedies is that it gets you
can shake a swizzle stick at.
drunk all over again.
In his e ssay, "Hamstringing
the Hangover," Don Williams
gives his idea of a hangover. He
says, "Few afflictionsare more
horrible than a really first-rate
hangover — one with long
matted hair and a guttural
voice. One of the few things
more horrible is the hangover
remedy which well-intentioned
friends force down your gullet
the morning after."

So, you overindulge in the
fruit of men and gods. Upon
awakening, you will share the
feeling of a turtle being run over
by a truck. YOU'VE GOT A
HANGOVER!

night of drinking — more

r for than the booze
By Pam Robinson
It could be said that the
majority of students at
Moorhead Statehaveindulged in
the evil spirits at one time or
another. They may have
indulged too greatly. In most
cases, if you drink too much,
you get drunk. If you get too
drunk, you get sick.
Naturally, you do not enjoy
your misery. But what are the
alternatives? Give up drinking?
God and Momma! You wouldn't
want to be an abnormal college
student would you?
You must just learn to
moderate your drinking. Yet,
moderation is not easily
attainable for the young and
free in spirit.
On occasion, you will drink to
excess ... so ycumust learn to
pay for your extreme
consumpti 3n of alcohol.
"Oh, that second bottle," Earl
of Rochester wrote to Henry
Savil two centuries ago, "It is
the sincerest, wisest and most
impartial downright friends we
have that tells the truth, of
ourselves and forces us to speak
truth of others. ; banishes
flattery from our tongues and
distrust from our hearts; sets
us above the mean policy of
Court-Prudence, which makes
us lie to each other all night."

"One fact, only is know with
certainty: Much of your
morning after misery is due to
the anesthetizing after affects
of ethyl alcohol. Or, to put it
more simply, to the fact that
you and all your organs are still
partially paralyzed."
The real cure for a hangover
I n h i s e s s a y , W i l l i a m s is to let your stomach sleep it
mentions some of the hangover off. It may sound absurd, but
remedies which plague the * the truth is, your stomach has
country: "1) an egg in a short fallen into a deep sleep
glass of beer; 2) a suissette, accompanied by what William's
c o m p o s s e d o f a b s i n t h e a n d calls, "partial paralyzation."
white of an egg; 3) a sazarac,
gaining its strength from rye
When you awaken your
and absinthe; 4) a Picop parched mouth and throat you
Bitters, made of Picon Bitters
scream for water. You rush to
and lime juice; 5) a Fernet the faucet and gulp down the
Branca, a thick, black bitters coldest waer you can get. But by
with quinine in it."
doing this you are only adding to
your misery.
While all of the above are fine,
the highlight of hangover
After all, how would you feel
concotions must be the "Sea if someone woke you out of a
Captain's Special." "It is mixed deep sleep by slipping an ice
as follows: In an.Old Fashioned cubedown your pants? Well,
glass place halfa lump of sugar your stomach feels the same
and douse it with Angostura. way.
Add one and a half jiggers of rye
and one lump of ice. Fill the
What you should have done, is
glass with champagne. Top it taken some soda or forced
off with two dashes of true down any of the commercial
absinthe."
alkalizing salts before retiring.
After swallowing this,
Williams describes what will
follow: "there is a sudden roar
and the ceiling of the bar come?

But if you were drunk enough to
need their assistance, you may
have passed out in a place not
supplied with a blanket, let
alone soda and alkalizing salts.

So finish your beer, have
another, and another. The night
is young! Drink now and pay
later my son.
In a country based on credit,
it's too bad you can't charge
your hangovers and pay for
them all on January 2nd. But
maybe it's better to spread the
misery out a little bit.
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foreign films

arts

Next week SUPB and
International Films will present
a foreign film festival May 7-10.
Featured films will be, in order
of their showing, AcademyAward-winning "Z," the
original version of "M" starring
Peter Lorre, Fritz Lang's
"Metropolis" and Ingmar
Bergman's '*The Virgin
Spring." All films begin at 8
p.m. in Weld Auditorium. There
is no admission charge.

opera and stage band to jazz up week
Gilbert and Sullivan's
comedic opera ''The
Gondoliers" will be this spring's
presentation by the Moorhead
State College Opera Company.
Performances will be at 8:15
p.m. May 4-6 in Weld
Auditorium. Tickets at 75 cents
for students and $2.50 for
general admission, are now on
sale at the Center for the Arts
Box Office.

Caesar's Palace

Barbara Marsh (jr-Billings,
The opera, in English, is (so-Bloomington). Janice Lamb
structured around two brothers, ( s o - D i l w o r t h ) a n d B e t h MT), popular vocalist, will be a
one of which is supposed to Bronken (sr-Oklee) will play f e a t u r e a t t r a c t i o n a t t h e
inherit the throne of the late t h e i r w i v e s , w h i l e D a l e concert.
King of Barataria. Gilbert and Anderson (so-Starbuck) and
The 16-piece band is under the
Sullivan then parody the lives of R e n n i t t a P e t e r s o n ( s r dignity, dukes and kings in M o o r h e a d ) w i l l p l a y t h e direction of Dr. A1 Noice,
unraveling the discovery as to aristocratic duke and duchess. associate professor of Music at
Other cast members include MSC.
who is the rightful king.
Starring as the two brothers Patty Pickett (gr-Moorhead)
Members of this year's stage
are Bill Scharpen (jr- and Cindee Hanson (jrBloomington) and Jeff Jarvis Springfield) double cast as the band are: bass, Joe Beckman
d e c e a s e d k i n g ' s d a u g h t e r (so-Maple Lake); drums, Ken
Casilda; MikeSmuk (jr-Ely) as T h o m a s ( s o - C h i c a g o , I L ) ;
C a s i l d a ' s l o v e i n t e r e s t a n d piano, Douglas Miller (jr-Ely);
Bruce White (fr-Hawley) as the saxophone, Laurie Brause (soFergus Falls), Ross Collins (frlecherous Grand Inquisitor.
Moorhead), Linda Howells (jrJ e a n L o c k e , a s s i s t a n t Hunter, ND), Steve Werpy (jrstudent I.D., each person w^ll be professor of music, is directing Ada), Pete Christensen (frgiven $300 in palace money to be "The Gondoliers," while Mats Burnsville) from Concordia
used on the games of chance, Liljefors, assistant of music, C o l l e g e ; t r o m b o n e , T i m
including poker, blackjack, will conduct the accompanying C h r i s t o p h e r s o n
(jrroulette and bingo. Students will MSC orchestra. Choreography Alexandria), Ron Jensen (sobe able to spend their winnings is by Nancy Blake (sr-Hopkins) Tyler), Tyler Liggett (jrat the auction for the prizes.
and sets constructed by the Fargo), Paul Thomsen (soMinneapolis); trumpet, James
MSC Theatre Department.
Last year, over 2,400 students
Cavanaugh (fr-Maple Lake),
attended Caesar's Palace. Only
Gregg Jorgenson (f rMSC students with a student
The Moorhead State College Burnsville), Juel Kittelson (jrI.D. and activity card will be Stage Band will offer its annual Montevideo) and Frank Riggs
a d m i t t e d . E a c h s t u d e n t , public spring concert, featuring (so-Fargo).
however, may bring one guest. big-band jazz, swing and rock
All activities are free and favorites, at 8:15 p.m. May 8 in
Student tickets are 75 cents
part of SUPB's Sha-Na-Na t h e C e n t e r f o r t h e A r t s and on sale at the CA Box
Weekend Special.
Office.
Auditorium.

direct from last year's premier engagement
Returning for its second year, which plays the music of such
S t u d e n t U n i o n P r o g r a m groups as the Allman Bros., the
Board's (SUPB) "Caesar's Rolling Stones, Edgar Winter
Palace," a night of free and the Beach Boys, will
activities and games of chance, perform in the Ballroom from 9
will be held 9 p.m. Friday (May p.m. until 1 a.m.
3) to3 a.m. Saturday in the MSC
Highlighting the evening will
Student Union.
be an auction for over $200 in
Activities for the evening prizes, including a television
include movies in the Fireside set, rocking chair, record
Lounge, bowling and pool in the albums, sleeping bag and other
Recreation Center, folksinger prizes. The auction will be held
Mike Monroe in the Coffeehouse at 2 a.m.
and bingo.
Upon entering the Union and
Sinaloa, a 6-piece
band, presenting an activity card plus

'Wine' sour, but 'Revue' is sweet

theatre

By Phil Hilker

"Dandelion Wine" was not
vintage Readers Theatre.
Despite an intriguing and
sensitive story and one very fine
performance, something just
did not seem to gel. It was an
altogether unmemorable show.

One of the things working could have made this an
against the play was pacing. At enjoyable Readers Theatre
times one could be almost production.
mystically drawn into the story
While "Dandelion Wine" was
by its sharp crisp pacing. At
other times paying attention f o r t h e m o s t p a r t a
disappointment, it had one good
was a chore.
thing going for it — the use of
The second thing missing, and Civil War songs and chorus-type
perhaps the most valuable, was readings. These gave the play
empathy. While the story had an eerie sense of the past,
all the potential of being as present and future that Ray
moving as this season's earlier Bradbury's story seemed to
"A Christmas Memory," it demand. Unfortunately, it is
n e v e r q u i t e r e a c h e d i t s what the entire production
a p p a r e n t s e n t i m e n t a l needed.
proportions. It was a stark,
realistic sort of tear-jerker
without any of the tears.

'Good

Diane Baseman (jr-Silver
Bay) gave a very touching
performance as the crochety,
but loving Grandmother Sarah
Spalding. It is a shame she did
not speak until almost threefourths into the play as hers was
the performance that made
"Dandelion Wine" tolerable.

Next Week: An interview with
soon-to-graduate
Jerry

ver

Dorn.

MSC

actor

The rest of the cast, Dan
Stardig (so-Vergas), Sue Hunt
(jr-Redwood Falls), Gavin
Stevens (so-Barnesville), Kevin
Sauter (sr-Richfield) and Gary
Boyer (fr-Menahga), was okay
but lacked the sparkle that

Manitoba) as amateur childstar Olga McDimple; Kathy
Patterson (jr-Dickinson) as a
frustrated bum; the flying
Garbonzos, including all of the
above and Jon Evans (soBuffalo) and the musical
numbers "On Wall Street" and
"Good Times are Here to Stay."

In addition to delighting fou
full Wooden Nickel
Coffeehouses, the vaudevilh
revue also earned more thai
$200 for Speech-Theatr<
scholorships. And from th<
success of this year's show, i
looks as if the good times ar<
really here to stay.

this week
May 3-17 — MSC Student Art Show, CA Gallery.

Times

May 3 — Caesar's Palace, CMU 8 p.m., free.

Revue'

May 4 — Sha Na Na, Concert, Nemzek Fieldhouse, 8 p.m.
These nostalgic greasers will bring the early days of
rock'n'roll to MSC.

Last week's "Good Times
Revue" provided just that — a
goodtime. The energy level of
the cast was at an electrifying
high and the witty, rapid-fire
delivery of every act made this
about the best little piece of
campus entertainment this
year. Particularly memorable
were A1 Shorter (soUnderwood) as a psychotic;
Arvel Gray (fr-Cromer,

May 4-6 —• The Gondoliers, MSC Opera Company, Weld
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., students 75 cents.
May 6-17 — Randi Wagner, Senior Art Show, CMU Gallery.
May 8 — MSC Stage Band, Big Band Jazz Concert, CA
Auditorium, 8:15 p.m., students 75 cents.
May 8 — Gone With the Wind, NDSU Campus Cinema, 5 and
8 p.m., 50 cents. The Best Picture of 1939 starring Clark
Gable and Vivian Leigh. Adapted from Margaret Mitchell's
mammoth novel.
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preserving all the long play in your LP's

useful record-care tips for keeping all your discs in the groove
So you have a record
collection: How is it? You don't
know? Well, have you cleaned
your records lately, or have you
cleaned them at all since you
purchased that black vinyl?
How do you handle your
records? There is no sense
wasting cents, so here is a
chance to prolong the quality
performance of those round
black discs.
Every time a record is played
it wears out just a little more.
That cannot be avoided,
but improper care can be. All
records are in danger. Dust,
finger prints, candy, beverages
and other materials can end up
on a disc. Treat those discs like
a lover.

There is a cylindrical tool
known as a parastat. When
distilled water is used with this
tool, it is very effective in
cleaning the dust off your
favorite LP. Simply place the
record on the turn table, turn it
If your turntable has a dust on and firmly hold the parastat
cover use it! When you aren't on the vinyl. The parastat costs
playing music on it, cover your about five or six dollars.
table with the dust cover. It will
keep air dust from settling on
your platter. When you are
playing tunes, if it will fit over
your table, use it! It will keep
air dust from settling on your
record.

Placing your IP on your
turntable is very, very
important. You shouldn't stack
your records. When one drops
down on top of the other, nicks
and scratches can develop.

By Karl Xavier III

Speaking of inside, there is an
inner paper sleeve that
surrounds tthe album. Pull the
reco M and sleeve out and turn it
so when placed backinside the
outher jacket.it can be readily
accessible. This eliminates any
excessive handling of the
record.

You should never handle the
vinyl record playing grooves.
Fingers have dirt and that
means micro organisms. These
When you buy a record, as can eat up vinyl over a period of
soon as you can, remove the time. Handle your record LP
outer plastic cover. If this is left only by the edges and by the
on, it will bend the record jacket center label. This is called
and warp the record inside.
straddle grip.

If you don't have one, buy a
needle brush. This is used to
clean dust off of your needle.
Don't use a finger unless you
absolutely have too. Fingers
can damage the needle.
After an album has been
played once or twice, it should
be cleaned. There are different
tools and methods involved. It
depends on how much money
you have and how much you
care about your records.

Should you choose to be
cheap, there are anti-static
cloths and other cheaper
devices which cost about two or
three dollars. Be careful what
you purchase.
If normal recording cleaning
procedures do not clean well

Mott slices into rockstars with 'The Hoople'

enough, you can use luke warm
water and-or a mild dish soap
with the luke warm water. If
your hands are absolutely
clean, you can carefully and
lightly touch the vinyl in a
smooth motion, to clean off any
ugly dirt material. Use either a
soft lint frree cloth to dry the
record or just let the LP air dry.
Storage of your LPs should
not be dealt with lightly. Keep
your LPs away from excessive
heat, whether it be sunlight or
heat registers. Also, keep those
records away from cold air
returns or anywhere else that
dust collects in large amounts.
Store your records on their
edges, next to eachother, never
on top of each other. Records
become warped when stacked
on each other. Always keep
your records in their jackets
before and after use.
Whether it's Lawrence Welk,
Carol King, Bach or Pink Floyd,
the care of those discs
determines the quality in the
long play. Take care, just for
the record. It's your groove.

music

By Jeff Baenen
After stepping out of the
shadows with the immensely
successful Mott, Mott the
Hoople follows it up with the
logical successor, The Hoople.
Hie "96 decible freaks" that
Mott the Hoople refers to will
probably be disappointed with
The Hoople, for it accents less of
Mott's thunderous rock and
more of its "rockstars are
losers" theme. But who is more
qualified to comment on such a
subject than Mott the Hoople,
whose members have seen the
twisted world of one-night
stands and interminable gigs
from the inside looking out?
The album's mood is set
appropriately enough with the
"oohing" chorus and the solemn
FM-type voiceannouncing,
"Ladies and gentlemen, the
Golden Age of Rock'n'Roll."
The piano builds to a crescendo
and is cracked wide open with
typical Mott frenzy:
"Everybody hazy — Shell-

shocked and crazy." "The "Marionette — Teacher's little the soul of the rockstar is to be sears the album literally into
Golden Age of Rock'n'Roll" is pet" avails him nothing, and found in "Through the Looking your brain.
on, with lead singer Ian Hunter finally entangled by his own Glass," in which Hunter
Mott
the Hoople has
expressing the attitudes of this cries, Hunter admits, "I'm just examines the scars upon the
era's music in "Don't wanna a marionette" to a fading violin personality which make-up weathered a long hard climb
cannot hide. The mirror from the dregs of musicdom.
smash — just smash sensation shudder.
exposes Hunter's schizophrenia Although they have suffered the
— Don't wanna wreck — just
Hunter's impression of the w i t h a D o r i a n G r e y - l i k e losses of organist Verden Allen
recreation." Hunter rants on,
American pace-setting scene is persistance, but he finds he and guitarist Mick Ralphs, they
the piano hammers out one
more progression, and then — captured in "Alice," the cannot accept the grim reality, are back on higher ground
freaked-out little girl who is and smashes the mirror to the again with Morgan Fisher and
"That's all!" Just as suddenly
"...runnin' 'round the trees — accompaniment of a soaring Ariel Bender. Mott the Hoople
as it began, it is over.
Said she couldn't touch them — orchestra. "Roll Away The slices the rockstar image to the
Hunter probes the psyche of they're so real." Hunter takes a Stone" provides a fine capper to bone, and although it is not a
the rock singer with the next cynical swipe at the glitter cult the album, and with its religious pretty sight, it is necessary.
cut, "Marionette." Caught ("Make it quick if you could — connotation and subtle vocal And no one does it better than
between concert bookings and She's gonna star in Hollywood backing by the Thunderthigs, they.
record producers, the star is — The producers seem to think
little more than a hapless pawn, she's kinda good"), laughs at
trapped between humiliation the lights of New York City, and
("The performance is poor — then with an "I like you,"
Hear the audience laugh as my applauds Alice's ambitions, for
head hits the floor") and she is "a shooting star" who will
frustration to become a true die if she does not win it.
artist ("He wanna play words to
"Crash Street Kidds" is an
a world that won't speak — He
wanna play lead but his hand's ordinary "Street Fighting
getting tired"). Screaming Man" temper tantrum ("Hear
defiance at the hollow cries of me swear — Hear Every word
— I'm not just a number — I
wanna be heard")
but the
endlessly-repeated "The (pow)
CRASH-SH-SHSH Street Kidds
are comin' to getcha" and
Hunter's raving "Now you're
dead!" as it dies out amid
machine gun fire, really begin
influenced. You do not have to to drill away at your endurance.
Love the Pen as much as the Play?
be a Dr. John freak to dig it.
After a false start (studio
Starless and Bible Black by screw-ups on records are the
King Crimson. Not for AM tritest thing around), "Born
If you're into both the arts and writing about
radio, but that is a point in its Late '58" gets underway as a
them —we're looking for you. The Advocate Arts
rhyming
session
for
bassist
favor. It is listening music, not
department is now accepting applications for
sing along stuff. King Crimson Overend Watts. "Truddi's
people who are interested in music, movies,
Song,"
a
ballad
to
Hunter's
has been around for a while with
theatre, television, literature and art. With the
only guitarist Robert Fripp wife, swirls with a mesmerizing
position comes many extra advantages. Here
remaining constant. It is an undercurrent that is punctuated
are
just a few:
by
a
lisp
or
a
sigh
from
Hunter
extremely good album with
1. You are a guest at most MSC events.
some almost great moments. at just the right time. A view of
2. You may earn up to 6 credits (2 per quarter).
British adelescense is presented
3. You gain valuable experience in reviewing.
"Pearl'
The Three Musketeers by i n
4. You may even be paid . .
Michel LeGrand. A fun LP, n'Roy (England)" with its pub
would be grins especially after scene and references to Bob
Sound like something wor+h pursuing? Then
seeing the film, which rumor Dylan's influence on Mott
has as being quite good. Michel ("Times are changing — Winds
stop by and see us. We are leafed in roe
?1
CMU. Or call Phil Hilker at 2JC °5 V ~
LeGrand, who composed the are blowing.")
*
score, always turns out top
The most striking insight into
notch material.

flip side

By Kurt Hegland
Nickelodeanby Hudson-Ford.
A pair of ex-Strawbs are
making an impressive debut
into the new artists spotlight.
Fits into the category of British
contemporary folk-rock. Listen
before you like.
On the Border by the Eagles.
When I first heard it, I loved it.
The more I listened the better I
liked it. It Is a supberb album
with some of the nicest country
rock type stuff I have heard.
Desitively Bonnaroo by Dr.
John. Dr. John has been around
for quite a while and because of
his unique style he has an
almost cult-type following. His
latest is heavily R&B
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'Conrack' to warm summer hearts

film

By Bruce R. Miller

"Sneak Previews" have long
been used by motion picture
distributors to test how
successful a movie with
uncertain prospects will be in a
given area. Among the films
receiving this treatment in
Fargo-Moorhead were
"American Graffiti,"
"Siddhartha," and more
recently, "Conrack" which was
previewed last April 26 at the
Safari Theatre.
If Friday's audience (which
nearly filled the theatre) was a
good cross-section of the moviegoing public in the area,
"Conrack" will undoubtedly be
this summer's biggest hit in the
Red River Valley, and
deservedly so. It is one of the
most heartwarming and sincere
motion pictures to come along
since "Sounder" first hit the
screen in 1972.
The film, produced and
directed by "Sounder" director
Martin Ritt, is based on Pat
Conroy's autobigraphical novel,
"The Water is Wide," in which
he tells of his stint as a grade
school teacher on the totally
black inhabited island of
Yamacraw in South Carolina.

Conroy (played by Jon
Voight) finds that the fifth-toeighth grade students he has
come to teach in Yamacraw are
appallingly ignorant and cannot
read, write, or even count. They
have become isolated from the
world around them and rarely,
if ever, have left the island.
With his loosely disciplined
classroom manner, Conroy soon
wins the students' respect and
admiration
(who
affectionately call* him
"Conrack" since they cannot
correctly pronounce his name)
and becomes inspired to expose
them to the world they never
knew existed.

. . one of the

does not change his style of
teaching he will soon be out of a
job.
Needless to say, Conroy
refuses to listen and decides
instead to plan a Hallqween
outing for his class to nearby
Beaufort.
While there, the
childrengo trick-or-treatingand
happen to come to
the
superintendcnt'shouse, which is
all
the evidence that
Skeffington needs to fire Conroy
for insubordination. Despite his
futile attempt to get the decision
reversed, Conroy is forced to
leave his teaching post and
hears, as he bids farewell to his
students, the haunting strains of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
which symbolizes the loss the

young people feel without him. do the children relate well with
one another, but they also have
a remarkable chemistry going
Unlike "To Sir With Love" with Voight that comes across
and other films of this kind, beautifully on the screen.
"Conrack" does not get sappy
or overly sentimental. Instead,
Madge Sinclair and Hume
it uses the story's tender Cronyn are equally proficient
moments to good effect and in less admirable roles and
creates an engrossing provide enough villainy
atmosphere
w h i c h between them to make young
spontaneously evokes p e o p l e ' s o p i n i o n o f
emotional response from the administration reach an allaudience.
time low.
Almost entirely responsible
Conrack" is filmed in bright
f o r t h e f i l m ' s d e l i g h t f u l sunny tones by John Alonzo,
sensations are the superior w h i c h , a l o n g w i t h J o h n
performances of Jon Voight and Williams soft score, should
the twenty young people who
please many summer movie
play his students. Not only goers.

most heartwarming
and sincere motion
pictures to come
along since
'Sounder' . .

Interspersed among their
usual studies, the enthusiastic
children
are introduced to
Beethoven, motion pictures,
The Annual Moorhead State and, much to the dismay of the
College Student Art Show is now school's principal, Mrs. Scott
on display in the Center for the (Madge Sinclair), the function
Arts Gallery through May 17. of their sexual organs. Outraged
The juried show features the at his lack of discipline with the
best current student art work "babies" and his controversial
from all phases of art — subject matf°r, Mrs. Scott
painting, drawing, watercolor, reports Conroy t, conduct to
printmaking, sculpture and school superintendent Mr.
ceramics. Many pieces are on S k e f f i n g t o n ( H u m e C r o n y n )
s a l e . C o r k M a r c h e s c h i , who reprimands the young
instructor at the Minneapolis teacher and warns that if he
College of Art and Design, is
this year's juror.

student art show

Hi Brau
Premium Beer
At
The Mill Liquor Store
1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

GONE ISTHE
ROMANCE THAT
WAS SO DIVINE
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Conrack (Jon Voight) plays quarterback on his students'football team.

Hey Streakers!
Your END Is In Sight.
Here Is The Original
Streaker

f

4th And Final Week

Allen Funt
His first
Candid Camera
feature film,

"What
DoYou Say
to a
Naked Lady?"

Many of his fellow
officers considered him
the most dangerous
man alive-an honest cop.
A PARAMOUNT RELEASE
•INO DE LAURENTIIS

presents

What
canyohsay?

WEST ACRES

NOTE: All Female
Streakers Admitted
FREE!
Nightly 7:00 & 9:00
Sat. & Sun. 5:00-7:00-9:00

AL RACINO
"SERPIGO"

Original Soundtrack Album on Paramount Records and Tapes

Color by TECHNICOLOR* A Paramount Release

Nightly 7:00-9:15
Sat. & Sunday
2:30-4:45-7:00-9:15
(Postively Ends Tuesday)
236-5252
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events calendar

Breunigs
Lager Beer

233-2461

At
The Mill Liquor Store

24 Hour
Towing I Wrecker
Sorvico

1612 Main Ave. Moorhead

CALENDAR OF EVENTS: MAY 2-8, 1974
Thursday, May 2
8-4 p.m. Richard's InstituteMusic Workshop — Lommen Gym
4 p.m. Fall Quarter 1974 Student Teaching Assignments — Biology 110
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
May 2-17
MSC Student Art Show: Current Work — ( Items for Sale) — CA Art Gallery
Friday, May 3
1-5 p.m. Minnesota Council of Teachers of English — Weld Auditorium
3 p.m. Baseball: MSC vs. St. Cloud State— Nemzek Field
8 p.m. Caesar's Palace — Ballroom, Comstock Union
6:30-9:30 p.m. Faculty-Staff Swimming — Nemzek Pool
Saturday, May 4
8-4 p.m. Minnesota Council of Teachers of English — Weld Auditorium
12noon Baseball: MSC vs. St. Cloud State —Nemzek Field
7 p.m. Alumni Football — Nemzek Field
8p.m. SU PB Concert: SHA NANA — Nemzek Fieldhouse
8:15 p.m. MSC Opera Presents: THE GONDOLIER — Weld Auditorium
1-5 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
Sunday, May 5
*
3 p.m. Student Flute Recital — Recital Hall, Center for the Arts
8 p.m. HONORS CONVOCATI ON — Center for the Arts Auditorium
8 p.m. Circle K Meeting — Rm 226, Union
8 p.m. Tke's Meeting — Rm. 202, Union
8:15 p.m. MSC Opera Presents: THE GONDOLIER — Weld Auditorium
May 6, 7, 8, 9, 13
Student Job Interviews — Marking & Sales
Company "Domestic
Counselors" Room 215, Union
Monday, May 6
3 p.m. Baseball: MSC vs. CC — Nemzek Field
4 p.m. Faculty Meeting — Biology 110
7-9 p.m. Student Recreational Swimming (Free) — Nemzek Pool
8:15 p.m. MSC Opera Presents: THE GONDOLIER — Weld Auditorium
May 7, 8, 9, 10
7 9 p.m. International Film Festival — Weld Auditorium
Tuesday, May 7
6 p.m. Faculty Retirement Dinner — Ballroom, Union
Wednesday, May 8
1 p.m. Staff Senate — Senate Chambers, Union
4 p.m. Student Senate — Senate Chambers, Union
4 p.m. Faculty Senate — Owens A
6-9 p.m. Campus Crusade for Christ— Room 204, Union
8 p.m. Stage Band Concert — Center for the Arts Auditorium

official bulletin

union}
HOLIDAY MALL
MOORHEAD

"Are yow^tting the service
you are paying for?"

Our Prices
Won't Bust
You

EVERY DAY SPECIAL

Mandy's
Quik Clean

Save on Meats

Brookdale
Shopping Center

"Your One-Stop Meat Shop'

114 5fh St. S.

Moorhead

Makin' It Natural
on a Batavus Arctic
or Star Bicycle

BIKEWAY
The Silent World
2107 - 3 Ave. N.

(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-writtan
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office, Owens Hall. Except for
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
Don Engberg,
Registrar

Fargo
293-1044

SUMMER PRE-REGISTRATION: Currently enrolled MSC students may
pre-register for the 1974 Summer Session on Monday and Tuesday, May 6 and
7, at the Records Office windows in Owens Hall. Instructions are included
with the Summer 1974 Class Schedule.
FALL PRE-registration; Monday-W/dnesday, May 13-15, will be the dates
for Fall 1974 pre-registration by current students. Class schedules will be
available at the Records Office on Monday, May 6.
HONORS CONVOCATION: Outstanding scholarship by Moorhead State
College students will be recognized Sunday, May 5, at 7 p.m. in the Center for
the Arts Auditorium. Robert Littlefield, Moorhead senior, will be the 1974
Honors speaker.

Investigate summer sessions at MSC...

Tom's Park Towers

Lots more going on
than you'd think.
This summers classes
are more diverse
and interesting
than ever before.

Style Your Hair
Men's & Women's Sides
501 S. 7th Fargo 235-3105

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
have to go to Hell. .
teasoti

"The most«
inteffesting «
aft,i_I
Ix
BBS SSk6
4 X

to State!
BECAUSE 5<
IT DISSOLVES J*
THE DISTINCTION X
BETWEEN SEX FILMS
AND ART FILMS" ><
Charles Michener
NEWSWEEK

Cont. from 12:15

It's not exotic but it's home

x

BROADWAY

xXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

Registration
May 7 & 8

*

Pick-up your
schedules in
Owens Hail.
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want ads

STOP

LAST CHANCE to win a bike.
Tickets at table in Kise. Drawing
May 3. Sponsors — Alpha Lamdba
Delta.
•> A.M. THURSDAY, MAY 2ND,
KMSC Radio Marathon begins. One
D.J. goes until he can't. Free
Shanana passes, free Ips and that's
not all. Listen, it's crazy.
%

COUPLE WISHES to rent or
sublet one bedroom furnished
apartment near MSC for summer
months. 236-3741 or 236-3471.

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

Coupons In
This Ad Good
May 1 thru

WANTED: Boy cheerleaders for
football. Practice sessions at 3 p.m.
May 2 and 3 in Nemzek Wrestling
Room.

May 7

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE

OPEN
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STRAWBERRIES

MEN OR WOMEN OVER 21 with
access to auto. We need people
throughout 5 state area to explain
public school teacher retirement
options available. Full or part-time.
Will adjust work schedule to your
availability. Call (701) 293-9091 after
6 p.m. for additional information.
WHILE YOU ARE READING
THIS WANT AD, one lone KMSC
Disc Jocky is doing a Marathon, all
by his little self. But, he's giving
away free Shanana Concert passes
and Ips, and he's going nuts. Of
course that's normal.

7 A.M. - 1 1 P.M.
iyio*e*o*iezo»!<ij ^
»!5%iTtiTtiVWVII?

WANTED: One girl to fill the
position of head wiatress of
banquets. Freshmen or sophomore
girls preferred, with waitress
experience necessary. Interested —
please call 236-2848 after 5 p.m.

IK

m
M\

>«»:

M\
:¥ [
n\

ROOMS AND EFFICIENT
APARTMENT
for rent close to
school, 714 8th street south
Moorhead or 233-9215.
DO YOU SOW? I need some done.
Call Jim, at 3271.
PERSONAL: Jeff, first
assumptions are not always wrong.
At least let's talk about it — just
maybe we could help each other.
Give me a call or write again.
Waiting.

"Job Helps"
SENDFOR NEW
BOOKLET —$3
Need help finding a job?
Send today for helpful
guide of proven tested
methods for getting a job.
Send $3 to Shafer
Employment, Box 1944,
Fargo, N.D.

FOR SALE: Men's 24 inch 10DIAL-A-RIDE
is now
speed bike. Good condition. $40 call coordinating rides for students. Call
233-1107, ask for Barb.
236-2757. Sponsored by MPIRG and
SUPB.
DIAL-A-RIDE
is now
coordinating rides for students. Call
236-2757 sponsored by MPIRG and
IF YOU'D LIKE TO SEE A KMSC
SUPB.
Radio Disc Jocky go ape, stop by the
studios and see a real turkey go
FEMALES: Looking for a place to fruity. It's the KMSC Radio
live this summer? There's room for Marathon. One jock goes and goes
8! Close to campus. Kitchen and until, he goes! May 2nd until failure.
parking facilities, $10 per week
utilities included. Call 236-9158 or
SO YOUR SHAMPOO SMELLS
236-9156.
LIKE AN EXOTIC JUNIPER that
grows high and wild in the
PERSONAL: In regards to our mountains. Great! Your nose must
party last Friday nite, we wish to be delighted. But unless the bottle
acknowledge the following articles says "Ph Balanced", your hair may
that were ripped off: turntable, not be so happy. Ph balanced simply
albums, cash, and booze. To whom means the shampoo's acidity is the
this may concern. Merle, Jim, same as your hair's. Our Ph
Rabbit.
Balanced shampoo is mild yet
powerful. It really lathers up leaving
WANTED: The name of the your hair clean, soft vand sweet
person or persons who in the smelling. Healthy hair. Hair that's
preceeding article lifted the items never dry or dull. Where can such a
stated. $20 reward offered. Call 236- shampoo be obtaiped? The Barbers
3076 or 236-3062.
in West Acres'' (282-6100). Try a
bottle. It too does great things for
KMSC RADIO GOES 24 HOURS your head.
MAY 2nd. One d. j. does a marathon
until he can't handle it any longer. REWARD for black purse with a lot
Treats and goodies given away over of identification. Contact Sharon
the air.
Arnett at Sneak Bar or Et Cetera
Shop.
SAVE A MEMORY OR TWO: In
high school there were year books. See you on the wing of a star ship.
They
captured in pictures the
meaningful events and people that Happy Birthday Webb White.
made the year great. Unfortunately
we have no year book at MSC. Happy Motoring Ron Wood.
However you do have 1,000 Words
Photography. We feel saving the
That'll Happen ... and not only that
fond and fun memories of the year
are important. So we take floor and Hope you found your coat Colleen.
group pictures. To make an
appointment, call Tom or Jeff at 236- Walter Eisner is a burnout... and not
2551. Remember: The best way to only that
save this school year is with a photo.
Call today!
El Kabong strikes again, and again
and again
WALK TO THE TABLE. You may
bike away. Pick up a ticket for Only John Mitchell, Maurice Stans
drawing 3rd of May. Alpha Lamdba and God know who is really guilty.
Delta.
NEED A BAND? Try MISTY
MORN from Hillsboro, N D 5-piece
mal? group with 4 vocalists. They
play a variety of songs. Great for a
fraternity or sorority party. Call Sue
3885 for details.

VW Engine
Overhaul
Service On All
Foreign Cars.

Unisex Place For
Mod Hairstyles —
519 First Avenue No.
Fargo, North Dakota

Grand Barber
ft
Beauty World

M0TEUR
WERKS

Hair Styling
Men's Hairpieces
Manicuring
Beauty Salons
Dial 237-3900

1725 1st Ave. N.
Moorhead
236-9901
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Faculty Senate approves
guide booklet proposal

0110MS

%

Approval of a Student Senate
P- iposal for a course-instructor
description booklet was among
action taken at last week's
Faculty Senate meeting.

recommended prior
background,
class
requirements, classroom
procedures, grading policy,
texts and materials, attendance
policy and additional
comments.

Wayne Struble, (fr-Fargo)
student senator, presented and
discussed the proposal which
Don Engberg, registrar,
would be known as THE reported there may be a conflict
GUIDE.
between scheduled Fall Quarter
classes set for 10 a.m.
It is recommended that, for Wednesday and designation by
each course being taught on the Faculty Senate of that hour as
100 and 200 level in a coming an open or convocation hour.
quarter, each instructor be
responsible for developing an
After discussion, Senate
appropriate description of the consensus was that the registrat
class.
will ask departments to review
their scheduled Fall Quarter 10
Material to be contained in a.m. Wednesday classes and
the booklet includes: general that classes be rescheduled if
information on the course, possible. Departments unable
instructor, credits and time, to open the 10 a.m. Wednesday
overview of the subject hour would be excused for Fall
material, course objectives, Quarter.
prerequisites and-or

TUESDMS

wounded knee workshop
8 p.m. THURSDAY, MAY 9TH STUDENT
UNION BALLROOM
VERNON BELLECOURT — The History of
the Indian Movement
GLADYS BISSONETTE — The Role of Women
in the Indian Movement
8 p.m. FRIDAY, MAY
10TH C. A.
AUDITORIUM
WILLIAM KUNSTLER — The Wounded Knee
Trials in St. Paul
DENNIS BANKS — Wounded Knee
7 p.m. SATURDAY, MAY 11TH CAMPUS
SCHOOL GYM
POW-WOW — Traditional Indian Dance
I College Credit — Political Science 199
1 Human Relations Point — aa point
1 Point A for Native American Studies in
Regular Program
Registration: May 8-9 Political Science
Department, MSC.

STEAK
AND
LOBSTER

SO 99
1130-28 Ave. S.
Moorhead
Ph. 233-8127

Hours: 11 A.*, to 11 P.IR.

RCAS STEAK EXPERT

Staff Senate election results
to be announced May 3
Nominations for members of
the Professional Support
Personnel Senate were
announced April23 for openings
representing the Clerical Staff,
Custodial and Janitorial Staff,
Maintenance and Engineering
Staff and Technical and
Administrative Staff.
The following staff members
have been nominated for the
Senate, according to the
requirements and By-Laws of
Moorhead State College.
Clerical Staff: Mildred Brekke,
Marilyn Jensen, Karla Knutsen,
Connie Oxton and Barbara
Peschel; Custodial and
Janitorial Staff: Irene Kinsella,
Edward Labish, Julian Larson,
Harry Nettestad, Eldred (Bud)

g
TO

Lemieux and Vince Solie;
Maintenance and Engineering
Staff: William B. Sorenson;
Technical and Administrative
Staff: Lester Bakke, David
Beauchamp, Carole King, Carol
Saastad and Ronald
Sonnenberg.
Ballots were sent to all staff
members to vote within their
own component April 25. The
ballots are due back at 4 p.m.
May 2.
This year two staff members,
from each component will be
elected to 2-year terms to begin
the first of June.
The election results will be
announced May 3.

1 FREE!
B U Y
3
R E G U L A R
ASSORTMENT DONUTS AND
GET ONE FREE WITH
COUPON.

3-speed men's or ladies' lightweight 26" Men's
style has 21" frame, 26" wheels with chromed
steel wheels tubular rims. Black saddle, touring
handlebars and full-length chromed steel
fenders. Ladies' has 19" frame, white saddle.
Both equipped with factory-adjusted 3-speed
hub with twist grip control and BMA-6 front and
side reflectors.

Mister Oomit'
THIS WEEK'S COUPON SPECIAL!
BUY 3 REGULAR ASSORTMENT DONUTS
AND GET ONE FREE WITH COUPON.
GOOD NOW THRU WED., MAY 8
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

S3»
Bring this coupon into our bike dept. — now through May
11 — and purchase this 3-speed bike at this special low
price —

ASSORTMENT
DONUTS AND GET ONE FREE WITH
COUPON GOOD NOW THRU WED., MAY

WUSter Dortui

$49.99

§

(Must have coupon to receive this low price)

4.

r~
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sports

spring football fever tackles the Dragons
By Jim Thielman
If the complexity of football is
not reason enough for staging
spring football practice,
Moorhead State Head Football
Coach Ross Fortier has four
more.
Fortier feels a team must
work to develop fundamentals
and evaluate individuals to get
them into their correct position.
Then the offense and defense
must be developed and the
players are evaluated again.

Taking a break from a tough
workout, Curt Draheim (jrOlivia) ices an injured knee.
(Photo by Bruce Crummy)

"Some men fit into offense
better than defense or the other
way around," commented
Fortier.

J

While defense is vital to keep
the score within reach of the
offense, Fortier felt one was no
more important than the other.
The Northern Intercollegiate
Conference allows their teams
only 16 days of practice while
the national rule allows five
more. Those 16 days are
valuable to the Dragon coaches
as they have the opportunity to
evaluate last year's freshman.
The varsity coaches see little of
them during the year.

Mike Dorsey ( srMinneapolis) is expected to
start at quarterback for the
varsity on Saturday with Dave
White (so-Roselle, IL) at
flanker. Russ Henegar (srBismarck, ND) or John Reese
(jr-Osseo) will be at halfback
with Jack Holewa (sr-St.
Anthony) or Heneger the
probables at fullback.

"We don't count on freshman
because of inexperience."
Kirk Erickson (so-Cloquet)
Fortier said. "Last year four and John Richman (srLebanon, IN) will be the tight
made the traveling squad."
ends, Tom Stuckey (jr-Roselle,
The players are started at the IL) and Mark Thoeny (jrsame position they played on Hopkins) will be the tackles,
the freshman team and every Tom Flood (jr-Duluth) and
evening the coaches discuss Rocky
Gullickson (sostrengths and weaknesses and Moorhead) will start at guard
make changes.
spots with Randy Sorenson (jrWhite Bear Lake) at center.
One problem Fortier faces is
football players involved in
Defensively the varsity is
spring sports. While track does expected to open with Curt
not present much difficulty the .Draheim (sr-Olivia) and Frank
baseball team holds practice at Grzywacki (jr-North St. Paul)
the same time as football. at ends with Wayne Byzewski
However he felt it does give (sr-Grand Forks, ND) and Dan
people behind these players an Fritsche (jr-North St. Paul) at
opportunity to play and tackle spots. Bob Larson (srprogress quicker.
Wadena) will be the left
linebacker, John Rogalla (jrSpring football drills at Warren) at right linebacker and
Moorhead State College close on Dick Sagehorn (jr-BerthaSaturday, May 4, with an Hswitt) at middle linebacker.
alumni game at Alex Nemzek
Stadium. The game has been set
Bob Schaefer (jr-Osakis) and
for 7 p.m.
Dan Smith (jr-Moorhead) will

intramurals
Registration ends for the co-ed slowpitch Softball tournament on Thursday,
May 4. The tournament is going to be held on the weekend of May 10. Watch
for more details.
There is going to be a horseshoe throwing contest starting on May 7.
Registration ends for this: co-ed, single and doubles tournament on May 2.

The IM office is now taking applications for student coordinator for next
year. For more information come to the
office.
The •> coed relays were to be held on Monday night. No students or faculty
showed up for the meet and it was forced to be cancel led.
Due to poor weather some of the Softball schedule has hot been played.
With better weather this schedule should be able to be completed. The
schedule is leading up to an all-team tournament May 15-17.

Intercollegiate Conference
choices A1 Homes (1955-57),
Bruce Bausman (1961-63), Lyle
Vogt (1964-65), Bruce Bakeberg
(1966), Bricker Johnsen (1966),
Bob Entzion (1971-72), Tim
Over 30 alumni have Kamholz (1971), Dan Kostich
indicated they will return, (1971-72), Wayne Price (1971),
including former All-Northern Robin Abraham (1972), Craig

be the cornerbacks, Scott
Baglien (jr-Minneapolis) at
strong safety and captain Stan
Egeen (sr-Dilworth) at free
safety.

Haukedahl (1973), Steve
Johnson (1973), Rick Manke
(1973) and Mike Reem (1973).
(Ed Note: Years listed for
varsity members include their
eligibility status for the 1974
football season).

Schneider is national qualifier,
team fourth in Minn-Kota meet
invitational at South Dakota
State University.

The Moorhead State College
women's track team finished
their indoor season placing
fourth in both the MSC
Invitational Apr. 25 and the
Minn-Kota meet April 23 where
Marie Schneider (fr-Sacred
Heart) qualified for national
competition in the 880-yd. run
with a time of 2:29.8.
Bemidji State won the eightteam Minn-Kota meet with 66
points, MSC had 33.

;v\arie scnneider
Besides winning the 880, firsts in both the mile and the
Schneider also placed first in 880, with Schneider second in
the 440 while Helen Brubakken the 880 and third in the 440.
(so-So. St. Paul) took seconds in
both the mile and the 880 in that
Howe and Koster were first
meet.
and second in the high jump
with Rosemary Farwell (soCarol Howe (jr-Crosby) won Alberta) contributing a third in
the high jump for MSC with a the discus throw.
jump of 4'9" followed by
Vanessa Koster (Fr-Olivia) in
The 440 and 880 relay team of
third place with 4'8" and Shelly Stacy Sass (so-White Bear
Waters (so-White Bear Lake) Lake), Mary Wittmer (soMoorhead), Sue Folkestad (sofourth with 4'6".
Montevideo) and Farwell took
Two relay teams also placed third in both those races.v
in the Minn-Kota meet.
Coach Ellen Cromwell feels
In the MSC Invitational, won her team is improving with
by North Dakota State each meet, getting better times
University with 34 points, MSC and more places, at the same
had 25 points compared to only attributing its consistent fourth
12 against the same four schools place showings to lack of depth
with only 13 women on the team.
in their first meet.
Brubakken was MSC's main
point-getter in that meet with

MSC participated in its first
outdoor meet yesterday, a co-ed

MSC will hold an outdoor
invitational at 3:30 p.m.
Monday at Nemzek Field.
According to Cromwell, the
meet should provide a wide
range of good competition. All
Minn-Kota schools along with
University of Minnesota,
Dickenson, ND, Eau Claire, WI,
and SDSU have been invited.
MSC's women's softball team
edged
NDSU 3-2 in eight
innings Friday evenging an
earlier 7-8 loss against that
team and giving them a 2-1
season record.
NDSU got both its runs in the
first inning and remained on top
until the sixth inning when Tudy
Fowler (jr-Frago) and Karon
Schumacher
(fr-Watertown)
both got runs tying the game.
Debbie Useldinger (fr-E.
Grand Forks) got the winning
run for MSC in the top of the
extra inning.
Schumacher had two r.b.i.'s
and Useldinger tripled for the
other.
MSC met NDSU again
yesterday and will host Valley
City Tuesday and Mayville
Wednesday, both games 5:30
p.m. at Mickelson Field in north
Fargo.
The women's tennis team
played at Bemidji yesterday
and will travel to the U of M
Invitational Saturday.
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dynamic duo—Schroyer and Mertes
Bob Bromme admits that his
Moorhead State Tennis Team is
not going to walk away with the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference title but he will not
concede the championship
either.

The Dragons have never won
the NIC crown but this year's
team has a good shot at it,
according to Bromme.
"The Conference is tough,
especially St. Cloud State and
Michigan Tech, but we have

good balance on the team this
year." says Bromme.
Team doubles combination,
Sam Schroyer (sr-Pipestone)
and Tony Mertes (soBreckenridge) have done their
share to elevate the Dragons to
their 5-3 record.
The duo currently sport a 5-3
mark in doubles competition
while Schroyer has an identical
record as the team's number
one singles player. Mertes is 6-2
at his number six position.

the service. Bromme notes that
Tony has vastly improved his
game since playing with the
junior varsity last year. "He
spent a lot of his time at the
Southgate Racket Club
improving his game."
The Club was where Schroyer
and Mertes met and played
together frequently. "We work
together like a finely tuned
machine." Mertes jokes.
Schroyer believes that to be
more fact than joke as he feels
they could beat anyone on the
team.

Bromme feels Schroyer has
been a vital part of the team the
Schroyer, the team's most
last three years and the coach valuable player the past two
will regret the loss of his years, likes the transition from
leadership and influence on the singles to doubles but feels jjg
younger players at the seasons more confident playing doubles.
end.
Mertes said it is more of a
Schroyer played one year of mental strain than a physical
tennis in high school before one to play both singles and
digging into it at college. He doubles as they are two
lettered in four sports in high different games.
school.
Schroyer plans to go to
"The game came easy for Australia after graduation
me." say s Schroyer. I just where his fiance has a teaching
picked up a racket one day. I job. He would like to teach
never had any lessons."
psychology or become a tennis
pro.
He does feel that lessons are
Tony Mertes (so-Breckenridgej
very beneficial to his game and
Mertes plans to continue his collapses between matches to catct
his
breath in a tough struggle
he takes them whenever he has education at MSC.
against Concordia that resulted in <
the money.
7-2 Dragon loss.
Almost airborne, Sam schroyer (sr-Pipestone) returns an opponent's wicked
serve. (Photos by Bruce Crummy)

Mertes began playing about /*""
three years ago when he was in f

students speak out about personal use

Meeting for all prospective women golfers,
4 p.m. Monday, May 6,
in the Health Science Library at Nemzek.

of the facilities at Nemzek Fieldhouse

J

By Zoe Ames
Is Nemzek, Moorhead State
College's sweathouse, for any
interested person? All physical
education majors make use of
the facilities Nemzek has to
offer but what about other
students at MSC who desire to
be physically fit?
When asked about her use of
Nemzek Fieldhouse, one
student replied, "I've run in the
Fieldhouse and used the
gymnastic equipment. I don't
really think the gymnastic room
is opened enough at all. I really
want to practice in there and it's
important to be able to use it.
After all, I am paying for it."
"I've used the weight-lifting
machine and the track. Nemzek
is opened most of the time to
suit my needs," said another
student.
An irrate student blurted, "I
play basketball and I've gone
swimming,in Nemzek. If the
guys don't kick me off the
basketball court and the girl
physical education majors
aren't in the girl's gym, I use
Nemzek. When I go down to use
Nemzek, its always being
used."
A satisfied student stated, "I
go over to Nemzek to work out

and lift weights. Nemzek is
open any time I want to use it.
No problem."
Other students expressed a
desire for more open swimming
on weekends. Nemzek is
presently open for student
swimming four nights a week.
Several students said the hours
for swimming should be/
increased from 9 to 10 p.m.
Some students said they would
like to have an intramural
swimming team.
One student said she would
like to see a sauna bath put in,
while other students expressed
a need for more handball
courts.
They complained of the long
lines of students waiting to play
handball and raquet ball.
Unless you get to Nemzek
before 8 a.m. in the morning, it
is impossible to get a court,
students criticized.
Dr. William Thomas,
chairman of the Health,
Physical Education and
Recreation Department
responded to these complaints
with sympathy. "If the Student
Senate wants to provide enough
money for lifeguards, the pool
could be opened more. The
student enrollment is going

down and so our athletic
funding goes down with it. On
Friday nights the pool is
reserved for faculty members.
Other than that, expense is the
one word answer."
Concerning more handball
courts, each one costs $40,000,
said Thomas. As far as adding a
sauna bath, it does not serve
any educational need or
purpose for the students.
Thomas adds, "I would guess
that Nemzek has had its last
addition unless enrollment goes
up."

Applications are now being
accepted for two intramural
student coordinators of
intramurals for the 1974-75
school year at Moorhead State
College.
Interested students should
contact Bob Bromme by May
13, 1974. Applications can be
picked up from Bromme or the
athletic secretary.
One female and one male will
be selected after a screening
process by Bromme, Bill
Thomas and Ellen Cromwell.
Interested students must not be
involved in intercollegiate
athletics or student teaching.

Sports Writers!
We're Forming a Team For
Next Year!
Care To Join?
If writing sports excites you as much as
watching them — know about this fine
opportunity. The Advocate Sports department is
now accepting applications for writers for next
fall. The job of sports writing is both challenging
and rewarding. Here are just a few of the
"rewards" you may receive:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Free admission to all MSC sporting events.
You'll gain some good solid experience.
You may earn up to 6 credits (2 per quarter).
You may even be paid.

Interested? If so, then lace up your Adidas and
hustle on over. We are in Room 121 CMU. Or call
Bruce Hanson at 236-2551.

DON'T FORGET...

CaesarV Palace
MAY 3
AND

MAY 4
< COMING NEXT WEEK . . .
*

I

Wounded Knee Workshop, with William Kunstler, Dennis Banks

5 and others. Thursday and Friday, May 9-10 - CA Auditorium.
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